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(54) SCHEDULING METHOD, BASE STATION FOR A CELLULAR NETWORK AND CELLULAR 
SYSTEM

(57) A scheduling method for scheduling user equip-
ments (14, 16) in a cellular network is described, in par-
ticular a new radio network. At least two user equipments
(14, 16) are connected to a base station (12), wherein
the user equipments (14, 16) communicate their respec-
tive connection types. Each user equipment (14, 16)
transmits a scheduling request message to the base sta-

tion (12), wherein each scheduling request message
comprises a buffer status of the respective user equip-
ment (14, 16). The base station (12) grants uplink re-
sources in time and frequency domains for each of the
at least two user equipments (14, 16) based on their con-
nection types and their buffer status’. Further, a base
station (12) and a cellular system (10) are described.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a scheduling method
for scheduling user equipments in a cellular network as
well as a base station for a cellular network. Further, the
invention provides a cellular system for establishing a
cellular network.
[0002] Nowadays, the 4G telecommunication stand-
ard is typically used by current cellular networks wherein
the respective standard is also often called long term
evolution (LTE), LTE Advanced, LTE Plus or 4GPIus. In
fact, LTE does not fulfill the requirements of the 4G tel-
ecommunication standard with regard to the defined ca-
pabilities even though it is often deemed as doing so. In
general, the 4G telecommunication standard corre-
sponds to the fourth generation of broadband cellular net-
work technology that succeeds the former 3G telecom-
munication standard.
[0003] The next telecommunication standard under
development that will succeed the current 4G telecom-
munication standard is called 5G or New Radio (NR).
The 5G telecommunication standard has already been
defined for different usage scenarios with regard to the
desired capabilities such as latency, throughput, availa-
bility, peak data rate, energy efficiency and so on. How-
ever, it is not clear at the moment how the capabilities
defined should be reached, for instance the desired over-
the-air latency of 1 ms for a certain usage scenario called
ultra-reliable low latency communication inter alia used
for transportation services, in particular the safety re-
quirements related to the transportation services. The
over-the-air latency relates to the time from when a
source sends a (data) packet to when a receiver receives
the (data) packet.
[0004] Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to
provide a method as well as a base station that are en-
abled to reach the desired requirements with regard to
latency.
[0005] The invention provides a scheduling method for
scheduling user equipments in a cellular network, in par-
ticular a new radio network such as a 5G network, com-
prising the following steps:

- connecting at least two user equipments to a base
station, wherein the user equipments communicate
their respective connection types,

- each user equipment transmitting a scheduling re-
quest message to the base station, wherein each
scheduling request message comprises a buffer sta-
tus of the respective user equipment, and

- the base station granting uplink resources in time
and frequency domains for each of the at least two
user equipments based on their connection types
and their buffer status’.

[0006] Further, the invention provides a base station

for a cellular system establishing a cellular network, in
particular a new radio network such as a 5G network,
comprising an interface for establishing connections with
user equipments and a scheduler unit connected to the
interface, wherein the scheduler unit is configured to
process scheduling request messages of the user equip-
ments, wherein the scheduling request messages com-
prise a buffer status of the respective user equipment,
and wherein the scheduler unit is configured to schedule
uplink resources in time and frequency domains for the
user equipments based on their buffer status’ transmitted
and connection types of the respective user equipments.
[0007] The invention is based on the finding that the
scheduling of the user equipments is based on the re-
spective parameters such as connection type and buffer
status. As the connection type and the buffer status of
the respective user equipment are used for scheduling
purposes, it is ensured that the scheduling can be done
in a more advanced manner as the connection type of
the user equipment is also taken into account. The con-
nection type is assigned to a maximum latency allowed
such that the respective buffer information (buffer status)
as well as the required maximum latency (via the con-
nection type) are considered when assigning the uplink
resources available to the different user equipments con-
nected to the base station. In fact, the respective sched-
uler unit used for the new radio network, in particular the
5G telecommunication standard, is configured to take
the buffer information (buffer status) as well as the re-
quired latency (via the connection type) into account.
[0008] In contrast thereto, the current 4G telecommu-
nication standard does not schedule the user equipments
or rather assign uplink resources to the user equipments
depending on the parameters mentioned above, in par-
ticular the respective connection type of the user equip-
ment(s).
[0009] In general, the scheduling relates to assigning
time and a frequency bandwidth to the respective user
equipment transmitting a scheduling request message.
In other words, an uplink resource is assigned to each
user equipment requesting to transmit data in the cellular
network. In fact, the time and the frequency bandwidth
correspond to the respective uplink resource.
[0010] Generally, the user equipment may be a mobile
(end) device such as a mobile phone, a smartphone, a
tablet or generally a participant of a cellular system es-
tablishing the cellular network. For instance, the user
equipment can be a car, particularly a self-driving car.
[0011] The cellular network may also be called wireless
cellular network for emphasizing the cable-free character
of the cellular network.
[0012] According to an aspect, the base station sched-
ules the uplinks of each of the at least two user equip-
ments in a time below a predetermined minimum time.
The predetermined minimum time is chosen such that
the connection type having the strictest requirement with
regard to the latency can be used, namely within the la-
tency requirement defined by the connection type. As
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mentioned above, the 5G telecommunication standard
requires an over-the-air latency of 1 ms for a certain con-
nection type (usage scenario) called ultra-reliable low la-
tency communication. The over-the-air latency may cor-
respond to the so-called user plane latency, namely the
time it takes to successfully deliver a (data) packet from/to
the radio protocol layer 2/3 in both uplink and downlink
directions.
[0013] As the base station schedules the uplinks of
each of the at least two user equipments, the respective
downlink resources in time and frequency domains are
assigned to the at least two user equipments in a time
below the predetermined minimum time.
[0014] The predetermined minimum time may equal 1
ms, in particular 0.5 ms. Hence, the requirement of the
5G telecommunication standard with regard to latency
for strict usage scenarios can be fulfilled appropriately
provided that the uplinks of each of the at least two user
equipments are scheduled by the base station in a time
being lower than 1 ms, in particular lower than 0.5 ms for
having a buffer with regard to the processing time.
[0015] For instance, the connection type corresponds
to an ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC).
This connection type corresponds to one of several con-
nection types defined for the 5G telecommunication
standard. The ultra-reliable low latency communication
has very strict requirements with regard to latency, in
particular the over-the-air latency, and mobility. Besides
these requirements, the ultra-reliable low latency com-
munication also has strict requirements regarding the
availability (reliability). In general, the ultra-reliable low
latency communication or rather the corresponding us-
age scenario processes delay-sensitive data. Hence, the
latency requirements have to be strict for this usage sce-
nario. For instance, self-driving cars may use this con-
nection type for communicating with an appropriate base
station. Generally, the ultra-reliable low latency commu-
nication can be used for services with transportation safe-
ty requirements.
[0016] Alternatively, other connection types (usage
scenarios) such as a machine type communication, in
particular massive machine type communication, and a
mobile broadband, in particular enhanced mobile broad-
band, may be used in the cellular network established
by the cellular system.
[0017] The (massive) machine type communication
(mMTC) corresponds to a use case (usage scenario)
characterized by a large number of connected user
equipments typically transmitting low (data) volume of
non-delay-sensitive data. For instance, this connection
type is used in the environment of a smart city wherein
the respective participants of the smart city network com-
municate with each other for exchanging data.
[0018] The (enhanced) mobile broadband (eMBB) cor-
responds to human-centric use cases as multi-media
content, respective services and data related thereto are
accessed. For instance, hotspot environments relate to
this usage scenario defined by a high density of user

equipments and a high traffic capacity required wherein
the requirement for mobility is low. However, wide area
coverage also relates to this usage scenario wherein the
wide area coverage requires a seamless coverage and
medium to high mobility.
[0019] In contrast thereto, small (data) packets are typ-
ically transmitted in the ultra-reliable low latency commu-
nication, in particular in a sporadic manner. However, the
respective (data) packet has to be transmitted as soon
as it is available in the buffer of the respective user equip-
ment. In other words, the respective user equipments
cannot afford to wait to be scheduled. Accordingly, the
latency requirement has to be strict which affects the
scheduling of the user equipments appropriately. In fact,
neither eMBB nor mMTC has strict requirements on la-
tency. For instance, the latency requirement of eMBB is
in the range of 4 ms.
[0020] The buffer status may refer to a buffer of the
respective user equipment, wherein the buffer is a mem-
ory of the user equipment for data intended to be sent
by the user equipment. Hence, the user equipment trans-
mits the information with regard to the data intended to
be sent to the base station prior to sending the data in
order to ensure that the base station is able to schedule
the uplink resources appropriately.
[0021] In general, the user equipment cannot transmit
any (data) packets until the uplink resource was granted
by the base station, in particular by the scheduler unit.
[0022] According to another aspect, the buffer status
is transmitted in each slot. Hence, the base station is
regularly informed about the status of the respective user
equipments in each slot such that the scheduling of the
user equipments connected to the base station can be
improved. The base station is enabled to react fast, in
particular on sporadically upcoming requests or rather
participants of the cellular network.
[0023] Moreover, the scheduling may take place in
every slot. Hence, the base station is configured to proc-
ess the scheduling request messages of the user equip-
ments in every slot such that the strict latency require-
ments can be fulfilled that are defined for some usage
scenarios of the 5G telecommunication standard. As the
scheduling takes place in every slot, sporadically upcom-
ing scheduling request messages can be processed so
that the uplink resources are assigned to the respective
user equipments.
[0024] In general, a slot corresponds to a time interval
that can be used for data transmission. Several slots may
be provided in a subframe wherein several subframes
are provided in a frame.
[0025] The number of slots provided in each subframe
depends on the subcarrier spacing used wherein one
subcarrier spacing in frequency domain is also defined
as numerology.
[0026] Generally, the subcarrier spacing may differ as
multiple types of subcarrier spacings are available in con-
trast to the 4G telecommunication standard comprising
only one specific subcarrier spacing, namely a subcarrier
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spacing of 15 kHz. In fact, the subcarrier spacing used
is scalable.
[0027] For instance, the scalable subcarrier spacing is
between 15 kHz and 480 kHz such that six different sub-
carrier spacings can be used, namely 15 kHz, 30 kHz,
60 kHz, 120 kHz, 240 kHz and 480 kHz.
[0028] The different subcarrier spacings correspond to
1 to 32 slots per subframe depending on the respective
subcarrier spacing used. In fact, a subcarrier spacing of
15 kHz is assigned to one slot per subframe whereas a
subcarrier spacing of 480 kHz is assigned to 32 slots per
subframe.
[0029] In addition to this, each slot may comprise a
number of symbols used for transmission purposes, for
instance orthogonal frequency-division multiplex
(OFDM) symbols. Hence, the number of (OFDM) sym-
bols per slot may also vary depending on the subcarrier
spacing used.
[0030] The amount of time resources allocated to a
user equipment is also called Transmission Time Interval
(TTI or simply T). The TTI corresponds to a number of
consecutive symbols for one transmission in the time do-
main. The length of the TTI or rather the TTI duration
may also vary. The length of the TTI may depend on the
subcarrier spacing used as well as the buffer status’ of
the user equipments submitted.
[0031] In fact, a Transmission Time Interval may cor-
respond to a part of a slot (mini-slot), a slot and/or several
slots. This may also depend on the subcarrier spacing
used.
[0032] The frame length may be fixed to 10 ms whereas
the length of the subframe may be fixed to 1 ms such
that the length of one TTI and/or the length of one slot
may be equal to or shorter than 1 ms.
[0033] The slot length may be flexible, wherein the slot
length is adapted to the subcarrier spacing used. In con-
trast to the 4G telecommunication standard that uses a
slot length being fixed and scheduled every two slots,
the slot length in the 5G telecommunication standard may
change depending on the subcarrier spacing used. For
example, a slot length is 1 ms in case of a subcarrier
spacing of 15 kHz. In case of a higher subcarrier spacing,
the slot length is shorter so that the latency requirement
can be fulfilled easier.
[0034] As already described above, the slot length de-
pends on the subcarrier spacing. The slot length may be
between 1 ms (subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz) and 31,25
ms (subcarrier spacing of 480 kHz).
[0035] According to an embodiment, the bandwidth as-
signed to each user equipment depends on the buffer
status of the respective user equipment. Hence, the
scheduling takes the buffer status of the user equipments
into account that transmit their scheduling request mes-
sages. Depending on the respective buffer status’, cer-
tain bandwidth portions are assigned to the user equip-
ments for uplink resources.
[0036] For instance, the bandwidth available is split
proportionally to the buffer status’ of the user equipments

in a slot. Hence, the number of user equipments to be
handled per slot is taken into account as well as their
respective buffer status’. The overall bandwidth available
is split proportionally such that it is ensured that each
user is assigned to a bandwidth fulfilling his needs in an
optimal manner.
[0037] In fact, the bandwidth available corresponds to
a number of Physical Resource Blocks (PRB). Hence,
the total number of PRB is split proportionally for each
TTI depending on the number of user equipments in the
respective TTI as well as their buffer status’.
[0038] In addition, the length of the transmission time
interval may be adapted depending on the buffer status’
of the user equipments. Hence, the length of the trans-
mission time interval is flexible. Thus, more flexibility is
ensured for users (user equipments) having a bad radio
connection and/or a low Modulation and Coding Scheme
(MCS). In contrast thereto, the length of the transmission
time interval with regard to the 4G telecommunication
standard was fixed to 14 (OFDM) symbols. The flexible
length of the transmission time interval ensures that the
scheduling can be done in a more flexible manner.
[0039] The base station may be a g node B. The g node
B (gNB) corresponds to the new radio access technology,
namely 5G telecommunication standard. In fact, gNB re-
places eNB used for the 4G telecommunication standard
that has replaced NodeB used for the 3G telecommuni-
cation standard.
[0040] According to an aspect, the scheduler unit is
configured to adapt the slot length, the length of the trans-
mission time and/or the bandwidth assigned to each user
equipment depending on the subcarrier spacing and/or
the buffer status’ of the user equipments. Thus, the
scheduling is done by the base station, in particular the
integrated scheduler unit, in a more flexible manner in
order to ensure that the strict latency requirements of
certain usage scenarios of the 5G telecommunication
standard are fulfilled appropriately.
[0041] Further, the invention provides a cellular system
for establishing a cellular network, wherein the cellular
system comprises at least a base station as described
above and/or wherein the cellular system is configured
to perform a method as described above.
[0042] Particularly, the base station (of the cellular sys-
tem) is configured to perform the method as described
above.
[0043] The invention will now be described with refer-
ence to the enclosed drawings. In the drawings,

- Figure 1 schematically shows a communication sys-
tem comprising a base station according to a certain
embodiment of the invention,

- Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating the
principle of scheduling the user equipments in the
time and frequency domains according to the inven-
tion,
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- Figure 3 shows a diagram illustrating the scheduling
in the time and frequency domains according to a
first embodiment,

- Figure 4 shows a diagram illustrating the scheduling
in the time and frequency domains according to a
second embodiment,

- Figure 5 shows a diagram illustrating the scheduling
in the time and frequency domains according to a
third embodiment,

- Figure 6 shows a diagram illustrating the scheduling
in the time and frequency domains according to a
fourth embodiment, and

- Figure 7 shows an overview representing the steps
of the scheduling method according to the invention.

[0044] The detailed description set forth below in con-
nection with the appended drawings, where like numerals
reference like elements, is intended as a description of
various embodiments of the disclosed subject matter and
is not intended to represent the only embodiments. Each
embodiment described in this disclosure is provided
merely as an example or illustration and should not be
construed as preferred or advantageous over other em-
bodiments. The illustrative examples provided herein are
not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the claimed sub-
ject matter to the precise forms disclosed.
[0045] In Figure 1, a cellular system 10 is shown that
establishes a cellular network, in particular a New Radio
(NR) cellular network referring to the 5G telecommuni-
cation standard.
[0046] In the shown embodiment, the cellular system
10 comprises a base station 12 provided by a transmis-
sion mast and two user equipments 14, 16 that are con-
nected to the base station 12 via the cellular network
established by the cellular system 10. Generally, a plu-
rality of user equipments 14, 16 may be provided, in par-
ticular more than two user equipments 14, 16.
[0047] The base station 12 corresponds to a so-called
g node B that is used for the 5G telecommunication stand-
ard.
[0048] In the shown embodiment, the two user equip-
ments 14, 16 are self-driving cars that communicate with
the base station 12 via the cellular network. However,
the user equipments 14, 16 may also relate to mobile
(end) devices of a user such as a mobile phone, a smart-
phone, a tablet or anything like that.
[0049] As shown in Figure 1, the base station 12 com-
prises an interface 18 that is established by an antenna
unit wherein the interface 18 establishes the connections
with the respective user equipments 14, 16.
[0050] Moreover, the base station 12 comprises a
scheduler unit 20 that is connected to the interface 18
for assigning at least one time/frequency resource to the
respective user equipments 14, 16 as will be described

later.
[0051] In general, the information received via the in-
terface 18 such as certain request messages sent by the
user equipments 14, 16 are forwarded to the scheduler
unit 20 that is configured to process the information re-
ceived.
[0052] The scheduler unit 20 is inter alia configured to
process scheduling request messages of the user equip-
ments 14, 16 with which the user equipments 14, 16 re-
quest access to uplink resources of the base station 12.
In fact, the scheduler unit 20 is configured to process
these scheduling request messages in order to assign
available uplink resources to the user equipments 14, 16.
[0053] As shown in Figure 7, the user equipments 14,
16 are connected to the base station 12 initially.
[0054] Once the user equipments 14, 16 are connected
to the base station 12, the user equipments 14, 16 com-
municate their respective connection type to the base
station 12. Hence, the base station 12 receives the infor-
mation what kind of connection is established by the re-
spective user equipment 14, 16. For instance, the con-
nection type may be ultra-reliable low latency communi-
cation wherein this particular connection type requires a
maximum latency of 1 ms.
[0055] Therefore, the scheduler unit 20 receives the
information regarding certain requirements assigned to
the connection type, for instance the latency requirement
being strict for ultra-reliable low latency communications.
[0056] Moreover, each of the user equipments 14, 16
transmits a scheduling request message to the base sta-
tion 12 in order to obtain dedicated uplink resources as
soon as data is provided to be sent. In other words, the
respective user equipment 14, 16 transmits the sched-
uling request message as soon as the (data) packet that
has to be transmitted is available in a buffer 22 of the
respective user equipment.
[0057] Generally, the buffer 22 is a memory of the user
equipment 14, 16 for data intended to be sent by the user
equipment 14, 16. Hence, the data to be uploaded is
stored in the buffer 22.
[0058] Each scheduling request message transmitted
comprises a buffer status of the respective user equip-
ment 14, 16 with regard to its buffer 22. Hence, the buffer
status transmitted by each scheduling request message
which indicates the data (volume) intended to be sent by
the respective user equipment 14, 16.
[0059] The base station 12, in particular the scheduler
unit 20, processing the scheduling request messages
processes the scheduling request messages received
and evaluates the buffer status reports (BSR).
[0060] Then, the base station 12, in particular the
scheduler unit 20, grants uplink resources in time and
frequency domains for each of the user equipments 14,
16 based on their buffer status’ as well as the connection
types submitted. Accordingly, the base station 12 takes
into account the data (volume) intended to be sent as
well as the connection type of the respective user equip-
ments 14, 16 as the connection type provides information
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regarding the maximum latency allowed.
[0061] The base station 12, in particular the scheduler
unit 20, is configured to schedule the respective uplink
resources for the user equipments 14, 16 in a time being
lower than a predetermined minimum time that may equal
1 ms or 0.5 ms. Thus, it is ensured that the base station
12, in particular the scheduler unit 20, is configured to
schedule the respective uplink resources within a time
fulfilling the latency requirements of the 5G telecommu-
nication standard for the particular usage scenario relat-
ed to the connection type of ultra-reliable low latency
communications.
[0062] For ensuring the granting of uplink resources,
the scheduler unit 20 is generally configured to adapt the
length of the transmission time interval (TTI) as well as
the bandwidth assigned to each user equipment 14, 16
depending on the respective buffer status as becomes
obvious when taking the diagrams shown in Figures 2 to
6 into account.
[0063] In Figures 2 to 6, different examples of the re-
sources assignment with regard to the time and frequen-
cy domains are shown wherein Figure 2 shows a sche-
matic diagram illustrating the principle of scheduling the
user equipments in the time and frequency domains.
[0064] Generally, the different examples reveal that
the base station 12, in particular the scheduler unit 20,
is configured to adapt the length of the transmission time
interval (TTI) as well as the bandwidth assigned to each
user equipment depending on the respective buffer sta-
tus (and the number of user equipments).
[0065] The schematic diagram of Figure 2 shows that
the base station 12 has granted five different users ac-
cess to the uplink resources in different time/frequency
domains.
[0066] In Figure 3, three different types of an example
are shown in a common overview. This overview reveals
that the TTI length can be adapted as it may comprise
2, 4 or seven OFDM symbols, for instance.
[0067] In the example shown, a slot length of 1 ms is
used as the subcarrier spacing equals 15 kHz. Hence,
the slot length corresponds to the length of a subframe
in the respective example.
[0068] The TTI length is chosen depending on the con-
nection type as well as the buffer status of the user equip-
ments.
[0069] For instance, the user equipments labeled with
#1 and #2 are granted as much access as needed due
to their connection type requiring a short latency. Hence,
the user equipments labeled with #1 and #2 may corre-
spond to ultra-reliable low latency communications.
[0070] In Figure 4, an example is shown wherein 25
user equipments (1 - 25) are scheduled in time and fre-
quency domains for a subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz and
a slot length of 1 ms. In the example shown, a TTI length
of 2 (OFDM) symbols is used. This ensures that all users
are scheduled in the first slot at least once wherein each
slot comprises fourteen (OFDM) symbols. The band-
width available is assigned to the user equipments ap-

propriately, in particular proportionally to the buffer sta-
tus’ of the user equipments in the slot.
[0071] The overall bandwidth available (frequency do-
main) is split into Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs or in
short RBs). Hence, the bandwidth assigned to each user
equipment relates to a certain number of RBs. The RBs
are proportionally distributed among the user equip-
ments connected to the base station 12 depending on
the buffer status’ of the user equipments. In Figure 4, the
total number of RBs is 50 per symbol that are distributed
proportionally among the user equipments.
[0072] In Figure 5, another example is shown. Again,
25 user equipments are scheduled in a slot for a slot
length of 1 ms due to a subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz. In
this example, however, a TTI length of 7 (OFDM) symbols
is used for each user equipment. Therefore, the respec-
tive bandwidth allocated to each user equipment differs
compared to the bandwidth allocated to each user equip-
ment in the example of Figure 4. This becomes obvious
when taking the axis into account that relates to the Phys-
ical Resource Blocks (PRBs or simply RBs).
[0073] In Figure 6, a further example for scheduling
user equipments in the time and frequency domains is
shown.
[0074] Again, 25 different user equipments are sched-
uled in the slot (slot length of 1 ms and subcarrier spacing
of 15 kHz). However, this example reveals that the TTI
lengths differ for the respective user equipments. In fact,
the user equipment labeled by 5 and 12 are assigned to
a TTI length of four (OFDM) symbols and the user equip-
ment labeled by 15 is assigned to a TTI length of five
(OFDM) symbols whereas the other user equipments are
assigned to a TTI length of two (OFDM) symbols. Ac-
cordingly, the TTI length is flexible.
[0075] As shown in the example of Figure 6, the TTI
length as well as the bandwidth assigned to the respec-
tive user equipment 14, 16 can generally be adapted for
each user equipment 14, 16 appropriately, for instance
in dependency of the buffer status’ of the user equip-
ments 14, 16 in the slot (as well as the number of user
equipments in the slot).
[0076] Accordingly, the overall bandwidth available is
split proportionally to the buffer status’ of the user equip-
ments 14, 16 (and the number of user equipments 14,
16) per slot, in particular per transmission time interval.
[0077] In general, the user equipments 14, 16 submit
their scheduling request messages in each slot so that
the base station 12, in particular the scheduler unit 20,
is configured to schedule the respective uplink resources
in time and frequency domains for the user equipments
14, 16 in each slot depending on the buffer status’ trans-
mitted as well as the connection types submitted.
[0078] Accordingly, the scheduling takes place in eve-
ry slot such that low latencies can be ensured for certain
usage scenarios, in particular for connections related to
ultra-reliable low latency communication.
[0079] The other connection types such as eMBB and
mMTC do not have so strict requirements on latency and,
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thus, these connection types are used for filling up un-
used uplink resources available.
[0080] Hence, the connection types having strict re-
quirements on latency such as URLLC are scheduled
with highest priority.
[0081] Then, all other connection types of non-latency
critical user equipments are summed up. Then, the uplink
resources available are distributed among these non-la-
tency critical user equipments in a proportional manner.
[0082] Alternatively, the scheduler unit 20 may select
a certain number of non-latency critical user equipments
(using a different connection type compared to URLLC)
in each slot.
[0083] For instance, five non-latency critical user
equipments will be selected by the scheduler unit 20,
wherein 10 eMBB users and 15 mMTC user equipments
each transmit scheduling request messages to the base
station 12. Then, the scheduler unit 20 (following a pro-
portional fair approach) grants access to 3 mMTC user
equipments and 2 eMBB user equipments, respectively.
[0084] In general, the slot length is flexible as it de-
pends on the subcarrier spacing used for transmission
purposes. The slot length or rather the subcarrier spacing
may be adapted by the base station 12 appropriately, in
particular the scheduler unit 20.
[0085] As already mentioned, the subcarrier spacing
may differ as multiple types of subcarrier spacings are
available according to the 5G telecommunication stand-
ard. The subcarrier spacing is scalable, for instance. The
different subcarrier spacings correspond to 1 to 32 slots
per subframe depending on the respective subcarrier
spacing used.
[0086] Due to the increased flexibility with regard to
the scheduling of the user equipments, it is ensured that
the user equipments connected to the base station can
be scheduled in a very short time. Hence, the strict re-
quirements with regard to latency of the 5G telecommu-
nication standard, in particular the latency requirement
for the usage scenario of an ultra-reliable low latency
communication, can be fulfilled.

Claims

1. A scheduling method for scheduling user equip-
ments (14, 16) in a cellular network, comprising the
following steps:

- connecting at least two user equipments (14,
16) to a base station (12), wherein the user
equipments (14, 16) communicate their respec-
tive connection types,
- each user equipment (14, 16) transmitting a
scheduling request message to the base station
(12), wherein each scheduling request message
comprises a buffer status of the respective user
equipment (14, 16), and
- the base station (12) granting uplink resources

in time and frequency domains for each of the
at least two user equipments (14, 16) based on
their connection types and their buffer status’.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that the base station (12) schedules the uplinks of
each of the at least two user equipments in a time
below a predetermined minimum time.

3. The method according to claim 2, characterized in
that the predetermined minimum time equals 1 ms,
in particular 0.5 ms.

4. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the connection type
corresponds to an ultra-reliable low latency commu-
nication.

5. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the buffer status refers
to a buffer of the respective user equipment (14, 16),
wherein the buffer is a memory of the user equipment
(14, 16) for data intended to be sent by the user
equipment (14, 16).

6. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the buffer status is
transmitted in each slot.

7. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the scheduling takes
place in every slot.

8. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the slot length is flex-
ible, wherein the slot length is adapted to the sub-
carrier spacing used.

9. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the bandwidth as-
signed to each user equipment (14, 16) depends on
the buffer status of the respective user equipment
(14, 16).

10. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the bandwidth avail-
able is split proportionally to the buffer status’ of the
user equipments (14, 16) in a slot.

11. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the length of the trans-
mission time interval is adapted depending on the
buffer status’ of the user equipments (14, 16).

12. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the base station (12)
is a g node B.
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13. A base station (12) for a cellular system (10) estab-
lishing a cellular network, comprising an interface
(18) for establishing connections with user equip-
ments (14, 16), and a scheduler unit (20) connected
to the interface (18), wherein the scheduler unit (20)
is configured to process scheduling request messag-
es of the user equipments (14, 16), wherein the
scheduling request messages comprise a buffer sta-
tus of the respective user equipment (14, 16), and
wherein the scheduler unit (20) is configured to
schedule uplink resources in time and frequency do-
mains for the user equipments (14, 16) based on
their buffer status’ transmitted and connection types
of the respective user equipments (14, 16).

14. The base station (12) according to claim 13, char-
acterized in that the scheduler unit (20) is config-
ured to adapt the slot length, the length of the trans-
mission time and/or the bandwidth assigned to each
user equipment (14, 16) depending on the subcarrier
spacing and/or the buffer status’ of the user equip-
ments (14, 16).

15. A cellular system (10) for establishing a cellular net-
work, wherein the cellular system comprises at least
a base station (12) according to claim 13 or 14 and/or
wherein the cellular system (10) is configured to per-
form a method according to any of the claims 1 to 12.
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